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 A big thanks to the guys over at Poundland for organizing this fantastic event on their space over at Wembley, United
Kingdom. It was awesome to see so many of the DIGE members turning out for this event and really giving us a lot of support.

Have a look at the pics below: One of the many other points that we really want to highlight about the event was the way in
which we were setup by Julian at Digital Direct for all the card payment/membership info & the 4D's. Julian really made the
event a very smooth operation and we are very appreciative to him for that! If you have any pics from the event (we got some

really great ones but we couldn't find our own camera, so they are still with Digital Direct!) then please get in touch with me and
I will be more than happy to send you the photos. Don't forget to use the #digidelisbonbon hashtags on Twitter to share your pics

& enjoy the event. On Saturday, I travelled down to Cardiff, Wales to meet up with DIGE Co-Coordinator, Darren over at
B4FROZ. Darren helped me along with getting the equipment & car to Cardiff, finding the venue and everything else I needed.
The venue was the biggest music venue in Cardiff, so I was expecting a busy place, but it was far from being busy as I expected.

We got the venue sorted out in about 3 hours time, and then got in early so we could get the setup done before it got busy. So
thanks again to Darren for all his help & being a great friend of mine. You will be seeing more of me again soon :) What we did

Well, since it was my first DIGE event, we decided to do a bit of a test run. Basically, we wanted to get everything setup, and
just see how it all went down. Once we knew how we wanted to set up, we decided to continue with this for the rest of the day.
This is what we did: Wireless internet via a mobile signal booster Poundland Mobile account via Zatzmoney.com (more details
coming) Card payment and membership info - using 4D's from Digital Direct Using 4D's and DIGE booking system. Using the

crowd funding site, Indiegogo.com 520fdb1ae7
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